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two unusual
moves in the
opening for White

Don´t laugh...
it may happen
to you!

by IM Andrew Martin

visit WWW.
britishchessmagazine.
co.uk

SUBSCRIBE
& SAVE
Starring
Markus Ragger
The

Thirty
Nine Steps

James Plaskett
on the road to La Roda
Black is OK
against both

Chess Questions
Answered

1 d4 and 1 e4 !

Scotch on
the rocks

by IM Shaun Taulbut

by IM Gary Lane
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Now Black is helpless against White’s attack.
33...¦e8 34 £g3 f5 35 h5 ¥c4 36 hxg6 ¦h8
37 £g5 ¦f6 38 ¤h5+ ¦xh5 39 £xh5 ¤xg6
40 ¦xf5
1–0
Final scores in the February Golders Green
Rapidplay Open were GM Jahongir Vakhidov
6/6 (£100); FM Jovica Radovanovic 4½ (£50);
GM Alexander Cherniaev, Donatas Jatautis,
Michael Healey, Akito Oyama 4. Taran Jina
3½ won the Under 2000 prize (£30).

CAN YOU FIND
THE CHECKMATE
IN 25 MOVES?
by Richard Guerrero

www.ajedrezespectacular.com
Based on the game...
Westler — Krejcik
Vienna 1913

XIIIIIIIIY
9r+-tr-mkntR0
9+-+-+-zp-0
9-zp-wq-+P+0
9+-vl-+-wQ-0
9-+-+-zpP+0
9zpP+-zpP+R0
9-+-+-+-zP0
9+K+-+-+-0
xiiiiiiiiy

White to play and mate in 25 moves

Solution on page 251.
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Starring
Markus
Ragger
Ever since it was first published
way back in 1915, the spy thriller
The Thirty Nine Steps, has been
adapted for stage and screen
over and over again, thereby
making its principal character,
Richard Hannay, effectively the
rightful forerunner of James Bond
himself. We might also mention
that the show is currently on
tour in the UK, after closing a
nine year run at the Criterion
theatre, in London’s Piccadilly
Circus. Readers interested in
chess history might recall that
the Criterion was the venue for
the mighty London Tournament
of 1883, sensationally won by
Zukertort – who also had a great
run, scoring 22 points from 26
games and outdistancing his
rivals by a full three points!
Anyway, back to the present, in
Gibraltar we were treated to a
chessic version of The Thirty Nine
Steps, featuring a fresh adaption
by Austrian grandmaster Markus
Ragger, presently the world’s
highest rated player under 2700,
who won each of his first four
games in precisely 39 moves!
And if that wasn’t enough, after an
interval of just one round he then
proceeded to make a diamond-cutdiamond draw with the eventual
winner of the tournament, Hikaru
Nakamura – again in 39 moves.
Here is how the story unfolds...

THE
THIRTY
NINE
STEPS
Paul Zwahr — Markus Ragger
Round 1, Tradewise Gibraltar 2016

XIIIIIIIIY
9-+-+-+k+0
9+-+-+-zp-0
9p+-zp-+-+0
9+p+Pzp-+P0
9-+r+n+-+0
9zPN+-wQ-+-0
9-zPP+-wq-+0
9+K+-+-+R0
xiiiiiiiiy

In the aftermath of a strategically finelyplayed Sicilian Defence, Ragger has
just played ...£f2, confident that after
an exchange of queens, he will pick off
White’s lonely pawns on d5 and h5. So
White declined the offer by 31 £d3.
Indeed 31 £xf2 ¤xf2 32 ¦f1 ¦f4 33 ¤a5
¤e4 leads to a lost endgame for White.
31...¤g3 32 ¦h3 Though this attacks
the hostile knight, White’s rook gets into
serious trouble on this square. However,
upon 32 ¦c1 e4 33 £d2 £xd2 34 ¤xd2
¦d4 White will undoubtedly still lose those
far advanced pawns.
32...¦g4 33 £d1 If 33 h6 £g2 and Black
wins the hemmed in rook, whereupon
34 ¦xg3 ¦xg3 35 £f5 can be met by
35...£h3 consolidating his material
advantage.
33...¦f4 A decisive relocation of the rook.

34...£g2 is again threatened. Of course not
an immediate 34...£g2 because of £xg4.
34 £d3 Renewing the attack on the black
knight, which Black covers with 34...¦f3,
after which White hoped to keep the enemy
queen tied to the defence of the rook by
playing 35 £d1.

XIIIIIIIIY
9-+-+-+k+0
9+-+-+-zp-0
9p+-zp-+-+0
9+p+Pzp-+P0
9-+-+-+-+0
9zPN+-+rsnR0
9-zPP+-wq-+0
9+K+Q+-+-0
xiiiiiiiiy
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